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Abstract:
Establishing and maintaining a software product line for a series of similar applications is a complex and time-intensive process, which can only pay back its cost if the provided software components achieve a high degree of reusability. Furthermore, in many domains, including automotive, stability will always be prioritized over reusability. Integrating a set of existing similar but individually developed products into a reusable product line is often very time-intensive. It is better, but still time-consuming, to feed the result of a new product back into an already existing software product line. Due to resource constraints for the next product, necessary resources are rarely provided. As a consequence, a product line is often endangered by becoming outdated and thus less usable. Therefore, the establishment and maintenance of a software product line needs to be supported by processes and techniques which allow to derive necessary information from running projects with only minor or ideally non-manual effort. In this paper, an agile and semi-automated process to extract and maintain a software product line during the parallel evolution of several products is proposed. This process is based on PERSIST, an industrially used approach which combines agile techniques and sustainable, long-term architecture development. At the end of this paper, the current status and achievements of PERSIST are discussed, already implemented techniques are evaluated in the context of the automotive powertrain, and further potentials are highlighted.

1 Introduction and Motivation

In the automotive domain, the complexity of software functions and the demanded quality standards, e.g. CMMI, ISO 26262, are still growing, while in the meantime the expected release cycles get shorter and shorter [Br06]. In addition, the vehicle starts to turn into a smart device which is able to interact with its environment and to react autonomously. As a consequence, further aspects, such as security or privacy, receive a higher prioritization [Pr07]. Features, e.g. connectivity, which seem to be of no importance in the automotive domain, may become mandatory for the customer, while main selling points of the past, e.g. driveability, could switch to secondary priority if not connected to the digital world properly. In parallel the complexity of the general required functionality of the automotive powertrain is increased, as more and more standards have to be fulfilled.
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This up-to-date scenario is a great example for the frequently changing and hardly predictable demands in today’s automotive industry. Who can ensure that features which are identified as necessary today will be required in a similar form tomorrow? What is the adequate time frame for long-term strategies in the context of shorter and shorter release periods? How can already established software structures be connected to new sub-domains and thereby keep a maximum degree of reusability?

In [RPS14], PERSIST (powertrain control architecture enabling reusable software development for intelligent system tailoring) has been established to give first answers to these questions in the context of an engineering service supplier. This approach introduces agile methods to be able to react flexibly on requirement changes and to reduce the duration of one development cycle and project quality risks due to continuous integration. In addition standards like AUTOSAR and the ISO 25010 have been taken into consideration during the development of PERSIST to ensure a high degree of quality and to be able to comply to requested formats in todays automotive industry. PERSIST focuses on small development cycles in which a small amount of software components are planned, realized and verified. These components are verified automatically by the nightly build server mostly. The approach was successfully applied first in the context of a two-stage turbocharged gasoline engine [RPS14]. Based on this experience, further applications have been performed [VRP15, Ri15].

Nevertheless, the establishment and maintenance of a Software Product Line (SPL) in the context of the daily work of a supplier has to face several ongoing projects in parallel. Each of these projects have similar demands, but different customers. Often these customers are only interested in the development of a product rather than in the establishment of reusable software components or a complete software product line, at least not in the degree it would be sufficient for the supplier.

As a consequence, an approach is required which allows the project teams to focus on the implementation of the required product, while it is possible to continuously establish and maintain a SPL in parallel with minimized effort. Therefore, it is necessary to further extend the collaboration between Agile Software Development (ASD) and Software Product Line Engineering (SPLE), resulting in Agile Software Product Line Engineering (APLE).

In this paper, we propose such an approach based on the already established fundament of PERSIST. The paper is structured as follows: in Section 2 we give a short overview about SPLE and ASD to be able to give a more detailed overview of the current status in the research field of APLE. The section finishes with summarizing metrics which build the foundation for the proposed approach. Section 3, describes the proposed approach in all detail, while in Section 4, its application is evaluated. Section 5 summarizes related work and in Section 6 open points are discussed and future work is derived.

2 Foundations

SPLE [PBL05] focuses on establishing a reusable platform for a specific domain which allows to derive several customized products in an efficient manner (Figure 1). The SPLE
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paradigm divides the development into two separate phases: During the Domain Engineering (DE) phase the most common aspects of the domain are identified and based on this analysis a software platform is derived. During this step, the commonality and variability of the product line are defined. One important step is the definition of a reference architecture which represents the common high-level structure of the product line.

Based on this established platform, domain artifacts are reused and open variation points are bound to extract a specific product during the Application Engineering (AE) phase [PBL05]. To express variability in domain artifacts different annotative, compositional, and transformational variability modeling approaches have been proposed [Sc12].

A SPL can be established either in a proactive, reactive or extractive manner [Kr02]. The proactive approach derives the whole product line from scratch, while the reactive approach derives the product line in an incremental manner. In many cases, the initial product line is derived from a given set of products, therefore an extraction is performed.

ASD unites a set of methods which are build upon the Agile Manifesto \(^1\): *priorizing individuals and interactions, working software, customer collaboration and responding to change over processes and tools, comprehensive documentation, contract negotiation and following a plan*. This is achieved by performing small development cycles which are driven by related acceptance criteria. Long-term analysis and development plans are avoided as frequent changes are expected. SCRUM [Sc04] or extreme Programming [BA04] are popular software development processes in the context of ASD, while Test Driven Development (TDD) [Be02] and continuous integration are two of the most common agile methods [GPM08].

SPLE and ASD both pursue at the same targets: customer satisfaction and reduced time-to-market [D11]. It has already been demonstrated that both approaches are able to achieve the specified goals [CN02a, Li04]. In addition, both approaches suggest to manage fre-

---

\(^1\) The Agile Manifesto. [http://www.agilemanifesto.org](http://www.agilemanifesto.org)
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![Fig. 1: Domain and application engineering (based on [PBL05]).](image)
quent requirement changes efficiently [TC06]. In the context of APLE, it is tried to est-

Reducing the long-term investment during the DE phase is one of the main reasons for combining SPL and ASD. Enforcing the performance of DE before the AE has been identified as very cost-intensive and risky [Di11]. Establishing and maintaining a SPL leads to significant coordination overhead and slower release cycles [Bo10]. In the context of frequently changing demands, the threat of losing long-term investments becomes even more realistic. For a supplier traditionally dealing with frequent change requests from cus-
tomers and with having low interest for long-term investments, these aspects are of even higher importance. In addition, [Ca08] highlights the importance of an intensive feedback from AE teams to the DE team. One possibility to avoid long-term integration could be enforcing a short-term integration, which would move the effort to smaller but more frequent system integrations [Bo10].

Very important for an iterative extraction of a product line based on established products is the necessity to identify the most applicable parts of a product for an extraction. Therefore it is inevitable to derive related metrics. In [Be10, BRR10], a set of metrics to measure such an ability is defined. These metrics are based on three levels of component similarity: first, the components’ names are compared (extrinsically equal) afterwards their interfaces (syntactically identical) and finally their behavior (semantically identical). While the interface similarity is derived on the basis of ids and signatures only, the behavioral similarity is evaluated by applying given test sequences. In [BRR10], the metrics have been adapted to also measure gradual similarities between components. This kind of relationship model has been applied to identify components which are, to a specific degree, either similar to all other products, just to one or to none. By applying this model, different signatures are matched based on their related output only.

3 Application Engineering focused Software Product Line Develop-

Recapitulating the statements from Section 2, a SPL development method is required which provides essential feedback for DE during AE, but reduces the additional effort for AE to a minimum. A method which does not require long-term decisions and which keeps the SPL up-to-date and identifies new potential for reusable components is needed.

In the following section, such a method is described which is shown in Figure 2. The coloured activities represent activities which are performed by DE, while the white ones are performed during AE. The main important development artifacts used during this pro-
cess are the reference architecture, project architecture, component specification, test cases and the component implementation (not shown). In general, the developers from the AE have access to the reference architecture of the SPL, while the developers from DE have
access to all projects and related development artifacts. In addition, each project has a specific project architecture which is very similar to the reference architecture.

The proposed method follows a component-based AE-first approach: the main item of the software architecture is a component and any specification for a component is first raised during AE. A component will only be considered to be redesigned in a more general way, if it is proven that a corresponding demand is given and a general component is a realistic opportunity within several projects. In addition, AE shall gain most benefit from the already established product line and components which are currently developed in different projects, without being slowed down by the burden of being dependent of generalized components. Next the steps shown in Figure 2 are described in detail, whereby the order defined in Figure 2 is followed.

In the first step, a new component is specified (1 Specification of new component). This is done by performing a first draft of the interface with a related functional description. In addition, its position in the software architecture is estimated. This is done by considering the reference architecture of the SPL (2 Comparison with reference architecture). In the context of PERSIST, components are hierarchically arranged in a set of compositions. If a suitable component can be identified, which seems to be similar or identical to the specified component, the name and location of the component will be adapted to
the reference architecture. This is the first step, where the SPL supports the development
during AE. Complex architectural decisions can often be supported by experiences from
the past (which are stored in the reference architecture). In case the component cannot be
mapped, a specific position in the project’s software architecture needs to be defined (Assign component to project architecture).

In general, the introduction of new components (components which are not part of the
current reference architecture) should be avoided, where possible, to reduce the complex-
ity of the reference architecture. In addition, further evaluations of similarities can only
take place efficiently, if components could be mapped to a similar context (name, com-
position). Therefore, in a second step the decision made in Assign component to project
architecture, is reevaluated by the DE team to avoid any false negatives (Reevaluation of
assignment). Only if both the AE team and DE team cannot map the new component to the
reference architecture, a further similarity analysis will not take place. To reduce the effort
for AE during step 2 Specification of new component the main responsibility to avoid false
negatives lies with the DE team. If the component cannot be matched the complete imple-
mentation will be performed from scratch (Implement new component from scratch): no
benefit can be gained from the SPL but the additional effort for the AE team is also small.
Furthermore, the new component is added to the reference architecture after its location
has been agreed on (can also be applied after step Reevaluation of assignment).

If the component specified in the context of the project can be mapped to a component
an extrinsic equality [Be10] regarding the reference architecture can be established. This
connection cannot only be used to compare the component, which is currently under develop-
ment, with general components of the SPL but also to compare it with other individual,
but extrinsic, equal components from different projects.

During such a comparison (Comparison with components of the product line and other
projects) the most similar component is derived by the DE team by applying a gradual
version of the identity relationship model [Be10]:

$$\Delta_{\infty}(c_x, c_y) = \frac{\left| \text{W} \right|}{\left| S_{c_x} \cup S_{c_y} \right|}$$

with \( W = \{ s \in S_{c_y} \mid \exists r \in S_{c_y} : s = t \land b_s = b_t \} \) (1)

whereby the syntactical interface set \( S_{c_j} \) of component \( c_j \) consists of \( r \) concrete signa-
tures \( s_k = \text{id} \times \mathcal{P}([N, R, \{\text{TYPE}\}, \ldots]) \) and \( b_k : s_k \rightarrow \mathcal{P}([N, R, \{\text{TYPE}\}, \ldots]) \) prescribes the
behavior of the signature \( s_k \) [Be10].

To be able to identify semantical similarities automatically, corresponding test cases need
to be provided, as suggested in [BRR10]. As consequence a TDD is required to derive
similarities as early as possible. If they cannot provided, only structural similarities will
be extracted automatically. A semantical analysis has to be performed by experts, contra-
dicting the general goal to reduce the additional effort for the AE team to a minimum.
In the best case, the similarity is 100%: the whole component can be reused directly, no
additional effort is given. In the worst case, no useful similarity can be identified: the com-
ponent has to be implemented from scratch (Implement new component from scratch).
If a candidate with a similarity lower than 100% is identified, this candidate can be used by the AE team to finalize their own specification and the implementation can be based on the provided development artifacts (7 Implement component based on similar component). The AE team does not spend any additional effort on implementing a reusable component which is able to fulfill the requirements of both or more similar components. The identified similarities are only used to speed up the development during AE.

In a parallel step (8 Variability Potential Analysis) the DE team evaluates if the identified similarities provide enough potential for a general reusable component. Based on the amount of similar components and the degree of similarity on structural and semantical level this decision has to be made (7 Implement component based on similar component). If the potential is high enough, the DE team will implement a general component which can then be reused in further projects.

Depending on the actual milestones in the project and the necessary effort to implement the general component, the AE team could also decide to skip their own individual implementation and directly apply the general component. Of course this would further reduce the effort during AE, but in general it is suggested that the necessary time frame or resources are not available. If corresponding expertise and resources are available, the AE team could also implement the general component, therefore performing a DE team task.

The proposed steps ensure that the AE team always specifies component which are as close as possible to the already established reference architecture and related general components. In the best case general components can directly be reused. Additionally all derivations of the reference architecture can automatically be spotted and the degree of variation evaluated. Therefore the potential degeneration of an established product line can be observed continuously and a synchronization between product and product line can be performed iteratively.

4 Evaluation

Since the first application of PERSIST in [RPS14] it has successfully been introduced in 14 different projects (RCP and series development in the context of the automotive power train). The proposed approach could in part be established at the FEV GmbH. Based on PERSIST which provides a set of standards regarding component and datatype definitions it has already been possible to evaluate potentials and necessary improvements. The described activities are just an extension of PERSIST, no costly adaption of the established process are necessary.

Activities 2, 3, 4 (and of course 1 and 5) are already well established, while for activity 6 and 8 the necessary automatization to efficiently perform these steps is currently missing (see Figure 2). General components, which are used in several projects, have already been established, but always based on intensive manual reviews or during a proactive approach. The possibility to investigate a given reference architecture during the specification of a new component is not noticed as an additional effort. Instead the reference architecture provides helpful information to perform architectural decisions.
The comparison made in activity 4 is supported by a nightly build script which compares the different project architectures with the reference architecture. If a component cannot be extrinsically mapped to the reference architecture, a corresponding report will be generated. Based on this report, the DE team can reevaluate the architectural decision and inform the corresponding project, if necessary. This way, the reference architecture can semiautomatically be synchronized. Necessary time-intensive discussions to identify the right location for a new component could not be reduced, but the effort to spot potential deviations has been significantly minimized. Furthermore, it can be evaluated automatically how often a component of the reference architecture occurs in the different projects (how often an extrinsically identical component is given). This information provides the access point for further structural and semantical evaluations (Activity 6). In addition it provides a first rough analysis of potential reuse and a good starting point for every implementation performed by the AE team.

The results of the extrinsical comparison are shown in Figure 3. In the current status the reference architecture consists of 219 components, whereas 125 (57%) components have no extrinsically equal match. 94 (43%) components of the reference architecture are part of more than one project and 61 (28%) of these components are also part of at least three projects. To check the feasibility of the relationship model proposed in [Be10], all components which occur at least in 5 projects have been evaluated regarding their structural similarities. In most cases, none or very small structural similarities could be identified. A comparison based on the concrete signature, as defined in [Be10], appears not to be sufficient. In many cases, the signatures are not identical but still very similar. During the manual reviews of the components interfaces, many signatures could be identified which only differed in their specific representation: often only different units, similar ranges or
other levels of abstractions result in changed signal names. In addition a manual analysis of different interfaces has been identified as very time-intensive and still error-prone.

5 Related Work

In a reactive manner Salion developed an initial set of systems to derive commonalities and identify variabilities [CN02b] in a second step. This case study already provides first input on a possible collaboration of ASD and SPL: variable requirements have often been realized by custom solutions instead of generic components [MRS10]. Refactorings have been performed selectively, only smaller adaption on the product line scope, instead of larger changes are performed [MRS10]. In addition, clone detection has been used to identify candidates for an extraction. Still these clone detection mechanisms are not used to identity reuseability potentials during the AE phase.

[Zh11] describes an incremental and iterative reengineering approach which focuses on a component-wise establishment of a product line. This idea is based on a suggestion from [SV02] which proposed to either establish a product line as a whole or component-wise. In [Zh11], based on the developer’s expertise, components with a high level of variability and expected intensive maintenance or adaption effort are selected first to be integrated into the SPL. By comparing the maturity level and the degree of similarity of same components in other projects, the reference component can be identified. The approach has been applied in a specific project in which a product line based on 5 products was established. During the incremental establishment of the product line the integration effort and faults report trend significantly decreased, which resulted in positive accumulated profit after the second product had been derived. In comparison to the provided approach no explicit metrics have been defined to measure similarities between components or to analyze the strategic importance for the SPL. Therefore a possible automatization of this task is not discussed. In addition an initial comparison of components through an additional mapping to the reference architecture at the beginning of the development cycle is not part of the process. Potentials of reuseability are only identified due to the reengineering of the software product line. Even component-level automated test-suites are provided to ensure a proper reengineering, these artifacts are not used for any kind of similarity analysis.

In [Ca06] incremental design [BA04] and the planning game [Hu05] are applied to PulSE-I, a reuse centric application engineering approach, to complement the benefits of SPL and ASD. In a later step the planning game has been adapted to provide feedback between the domain and the application engineering team [Ca08]. In contrast the proposed approach focuses on efficient similarity analysis in the AE phase due to agile techniques like TDD and continous integration. An introduction of the planning game is currently not considered, but maybe will be applied in the future.

In [GM10, GPM08], a test-driven reactive SPL approach is described and evaluated. In this approach, new variation points are introduced by using the test artefacts as a starting point. Even though the authors mention in [GPM08] the possibility of comparing acceptance tests to evaluate similarities between given systems and new requirements, this idea is not evaluated further.
Compositional software product lines as described in [Bo10] allow to move all necessary coordination overhead to the architecture level: each team decides on its own which new functionality needs to be implemented and ensures that each new version provides a backward compatibility regarding its interface. While this approach is also architecture-driven, the identification of reusability potentials is performed individually and is not supported by standardized metrics.

In [Ru12, Ru04] a set of agile methods is proposed to define complex systems based on UML/P, a profile of UML. These methods build a foundation for agile model-driven development with focus on flexibility and customer satisfaction [Ru12].

In [Ho12], a reactive and model-driven approach is suggested, which focuses on the application of reusability in parallel to the project-driven development. Already existing modules are optimized stepwise, as the general introduction of a software product line has been identified as a challenging task.

6 Conclusion

The proposed approach provides the possibility of realizing the project-driven implementation work directly in the project (AE) without loosing the benefits of a corresponding software product line. Each project team can benefit from the established reference architecture to speed up architectural decisions, while the similarity analysis performed during DE can provide additional foundations for the actual implementation. In the long-term, general components can be derived whose reusability potential have been proven through several projects. Furthermore the Activity 4 Reevaluation of assignment can be fully or semi automated, if adequate information is provided. More complex evaluations for the activities 6 Comparison with components of the product line and other projects and 8 Variability potential analysis are currently not automated and require some improvements regarding their granularity to establish a quality similar to a manual review. Hence, a more detailed relationship model and an automated evaluation of semantical similarities based on test cases is planned for the future. Regarding the current status the potential of the suggested approach could not be evaluated totally, but necessary additional modifications are currently developed to be able to perform a more detailed analysis in the future. Moreover, it is necessary to provide the AE team all already established data, such as signals, component definitions or nightly build reports, in an adequate and stable manner to increase the acceptance of the product line. Therefore, it is planned to foster PERSIST with a database supporting signal and model management.
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